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Abstract. We define a technique to analyze Ether transfers of Solid-
ity smart contracts functions. To this aim, we select a subset of the
language and associate cost equations to functions that highlight their
input-output behaviours on symbolic representation of the smart con-
tract state. The association is defined by means of an intermediate lan-
guage that expresses the semantics (of the subset) of Solidity and that
can be easily translated into cost equations by taking a cost model ex-
pressing Ether transfers. The resulting equations are therefore computed
by feeding them to an off-the-shelf cost analyzer. We have also proto-
typed our technique and we report the initial assessments. We finally
discuss the extensions of the prototype to a larger Solidity fragment.

1 Introduction

Smart contracts are programs that run on distributed networks with nodes stor-
ing a common state in the form of a blockchain. These programs are gaining
more and more interest because they implement applications that can manage
and transfer assets of considerable value (usually, in the form of cryptocurrencies,
like Bitcoin), called decentralized applications. Examples of such applications are
food supply chain management, energy market management and identity nota-
rization.

Several programming languages for smart contracts have been recently pro-
posed for specifying decentralized applications, such as the Bitcoin Scripting,
which is actually a virtual machine language, for the homonymous blockchain [8],
Solidity for Ethereum [10], Move for the Libra blockchain [7]. Security guarantees
in these languages are of paramount importance because it is possible to pro-
gram the transfer of large capitals. In fact, already in the past few years, several
millions of USD have been lost because of subtle flaws in the smart contracts [17,
9].

To alleviate the burden of smart contract analysis, a number of automated
techniques have been designed for verifying relevant properties, such as liquid-
ity [4], gas consumption [2], and compliance and violation of programming pat-
terns [18]. This contribution follows these lines of research by focussing on an-
other critical feature that is at the core of famous attacks [17, 9]: the transfer of
cryptocurrency assets from one address to another. In particular, we propose a
technique for automatically compute upper bounds of the amount of cryptocur-
rency gained or lost by a smart contract during a transaction.
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Our programme is as follows. In Section 2, we define µSolidity, a language
featuring a minimal set of Solidity smart contract primitives, such as function
invocations, field updates, conditional behaviour, cryptocurrency transfer, fall-
back functions, recursion and failures. Then, in Section 3, we translate µSolidity
into an intermediate declarative language that expresses its semantics. The inter-
mediate representation, coupled with the appropriate cost model, is then trans-
lated in Section 4 to a set of cost equations that are adequate to off-the-shelf
analyzers [11, 1]. We have prototyped our technique and Section 5 reports the
preliminary assessments obtained by running the prototype on few archetypal
examples (a DAO-like attack, a Ponzi Scheme and an English Auction Scheme).
In Section 6 we also study an extension of µSolidity to a larger fragment of
Solidity and we deliver our conclusions in Section 7.

Related work. In the past few years formal methods have been largely used
to analyze smart contracts with the aim of verifying security properties. Our
technique follows the same pattern of previous analyzers proposed by the first
author [12, 14]. In those cases, the purpose of the analysis has been the over-
approximation of the computational cost and the resource usage of actor-based
programming languages.

A contribution that also addresses cryptocurrency movements in a subset of
Solidity similar to µSolidity is [5]. They propose an analysis framework based on
a compilation of the subset of Solidity to F˚, a functional language aimed at
program verification with a powerful type and effect system. Using F˚ types, it
is possible to trace Ethers and discover critical patterns in smart contracts, such
as reentrancy attacks. Unlike our technique, they are not able to derive upper
bounds of Ethers gained and lost by smart contracts.

A technique based on cost equations has been already applied to smart con-
tract languages for analyzing gas-consumption [2]. In that work the authors
analyze the Ethereum Virtual Machine code obtained from Solidity using clas-
sical control flow analysis where every node records the gas-consumption of the
corresponding operation. The techniques yield a precise analysis of conditional
statements by restricting the language to guards belonging to Presburger arith-
metic (similarly to what we do in this paper).

An interesting paper about asset movements targets Bitcoin Script [4]. In
that work, the authors verify the absence of assets that remain frozen in con-
tracts, i.e. liquidity. In particular they prove decidability of liquidity in a model
of Bitcoin Script, called BitML. We think that our technique is adequate to
reason about liquidity as well, and it would be interesting to compare the two
approaches on µSolidity.

Other formal techniques have addressed the critical interplay between smart
contracts and users (that are usually untrusted) [6, 15, 16, 13]. In these cases, the
model is nondeterministic (because of users’ behaviour) and one tries to predict
the maximum profit for some user. The proposed techniques range from game
theory to symbolic analysis of computations and to (decidable fragments of)
temporal logic. In this paper, we focus on (deterministic) behaviours and com-
pute the best and the worst possible scenarios of smart contract compositions.
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That is, if we want to analyze the interaction with a possible user, we need to
express the user as a deterministic contract.

2 The language MicroSolidity

Micro-Solidity, noted µSolidity, is a subset of the Solidity language featuring a
minimal set of smart contract primitives, such as function invocations, field
updates, conditional behaviour, cryptocurrency transfer, recursion and failures.

We use a countable set of smart contract names Id , ranged over by C, D, H,
a countable set of function names, ranged over by m, m1, a countable set of field
names FId , ranged over by f, f1, and a countable set Var of variables, ranged
over by x, y, z. Variables include field names and smart contract names.

The syntax of µSolidity is

C ::“ contract C t T f; F
“

fallbackp q payable t u
‰

u

F ::“ ε | function mpT xq rpayables tT z; Su F
T ::“ uint

S ::“ ε | x “ E; S | if pEq t S u else t S u | E.mr.valuepEqspEq; | revert;
| E.transferpEq; S

E ::“ n | x | this | E 7 E | !E | msg.sender | msg.value | E.balance
7 ::“ ` | ´ | ą | “ | ě | NN | ˚ | {

A µSolidity program is a sequence of smart contract definitions
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cn
˘

,
which, in turn, are sequences of fields and function definitions. In a function
definition function mpT xqtT z; Su, T x are the formal parameters and T z; S is
the body of m, where T z are the local variables. We assume that fields, formal
parameters and local variables do not contain duplicate names. Smart contracts
have an implicit field, the balance, that records the Ethers stored in the contract.
In µSolidity, every function is always public, therefore the attribute is omitted;
additionally, a function may be payable or not. In the first case, function in-
vocations may also carry Ethers (using the keyword value); in the second case
no Ether can be transferred. Finally, a smart contract may have the fallback
function fallbackp q payable t u (there may be at most one such function in a
smart contract). If the smart contract has no fallback then Ether transfers to it
are refused and a backtrack occurs.

µSolidity also admits invocations of undeclared functions that default to the
fallback function, if provided, and backtrack otherwise. The fallback function
ignores all actual parameters, except the Ether transferred.

Types T in µSolidity are naturals uint .
Statements S includes the empty statement; the assignment x “ E of x

with a continuation S, where x may be either a field or a formal parameter or
a local variable; conditionals; the invocation of a function in the two formats
E.mpE1q and E.m.valuepE2qpE1q that highlight whether an Ether transfer occurs
or not. Statements may also be revert that backtracks the computation to the
initial store (this is not completely exact because the consumed gas is never
returned, but in this paper we are overlooking this feature), and E.transferpE1q
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1 contract Bank {
2 function() payable { }
3 function pay(uint n) payable {
4 if (msg.value >= 1 && this.balance > n) {
5 msg.sender.transfer(n) ;
6 msg.sender.ack() ;
7 }
8 }
9 }

10 contract Thief {
11 function() payable { }
12 function ack() {
13 msg.sender.pay.value(1)(2) ;
14 }
15 }

Fig. 1. A DAO-like attack in µSolidity.

that transfers E1 Ethers from the caller to E, provided caller’s balance is sufficient
and the callee has a fallback function (otherwise a backtrack occurs).

Expressions are standard ones, except for three terms: msg.sender that re-
turns the caller, msg.value that returns the Ethers transmitted during the in-
vocation (to be used only inside a payable function), E.balance that returns the
contract’s balance. In the following we use u, v to range over constant expressions
or elements in Id.

There are two main differences with Solidity that are taken in order to avoid
dependences from the context and augment precision of the cost analysis1:

1. we do not address dynamic contract creation and deployment. Therefore
we use symbolic names for smart contracts that represent smart contract
addresses. When we need to model several instances of a smart contract, we
simply duplicate the code, using different names.

2. µSolidity functions do not return values and fallbacks have empty bodies.
This allows us to define a simple translation into an intermediate language
without continuations. In Section 6 we report about an extension of the
language that weakens this constraint but requires a continuation-passing-
like translation.

The features of µSolidity are illustrated by discussing an example.

Example 1. Figure 1 reports the codes of the contracts Bank and Thief, which
are a simplified version of the famous DAO attack [17]. The bank is used for
paying clients: it has a balance and, as soon as a client invokes pay with an

1 There are also other differences, which are not very relevant. For example, Solidity
has two function invocations: external ones, such as C.mpeq, and internal ones, such
as mpeq. The values of msg.sender and msg.value are set only for external invocations;
internal invocations keep the corresponding values of the caller. In correspondence,
there are a number of modifiers in function declarations to constrain methods to be
invoked only internally, or only externally, or in both ways. In µSolidity, function
invocations are always external – therefore the pattern mpeq is not admitted (in case,
you must write this.mpeq) – even if our prototype also covers the internal invocations.
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integer n and the balance is large enough – line 4 –, it withdraws n Ethers
and transfers them to the client – line 5. The function pay acknowledges the
transaction by invoking client’s function ack (because the client has payed 1
Ether for it) – line 6. The client Thief attacks Bank by emptying all its balance.
This is performed by the function ack that simply invokes back pay (by paying
at least 1 Ether) and asking to withdraw 2 Ethers (line 13).

Assuming the balance of Bank is v and that of Thief is 1, the following in-
vocation performed by the Thief expresses the attack: Bank.pay.value(1)(2).

3 The translation into the intermediate language

The cost analysis of µSolidity consists of two stages. First, the source program is
translated into a declarative language that expresses µSolidity semantics; second,
the intermediate code, coupled extended with a cost model expressing the Ether
movements, is translated to cost equations understood by the analyzers. The
advantage of this approach is that our intermediate code is language independent
and can be statically analyzed more straightforwardly than µSolidity source code
using multiple techniques, including the translation to cost equations we present
in the paper.

The intermediate language. The syntax of intermediate codes Θ is

Θ ::“ Γ | e.mpΓ, Γ 1, e1, e2, Hq |
ř

iPIpϕiq Θi

where

– Γ , called environment, is a map pId Ñ FId Ñ Eq Y pVar Ñ Eq; we always
shorten Γ pCqpfq into Γ pC.fq and use Γ rC.f ÞÑ es to denote the update to
e of the field C.f. Notice that, in general, environments return terms rather
than (integer) values.

– ϕi are boolean expressions.

Function calls take in input environments that are therefore used as actual pa-
rameters. To express the language semantics we need a corresponding notion of
formal parameters, which is the one of a pure environment: an environment is
pure whenever it is injective and returns only variables.

A program in the intermediate language is a tuple D of function definitions
C.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x,Hq Ñ

ř

DPIdpH “ DqΘD (we keep the notation of µSolidity
for the name of functions). The formal parameters of a function definition include
two environments Γ0 and Γ1 that are pure, namely they return two disjoint set
of variables. The remaining parameters, namely v, x and H respectively describe
the amount of the transferred Ether, the parameters of the function and the
caller name. Below, we also use ground environments: an environment is ground
when the expressions in the codomain are constant values.

In order to formalize the semantics of function call, we need to match an
actual parameter Γ 1 that is a ground environment with the formal one Γ that
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[const]

` P uint or ` P Id

Γ $eC,D ` : `

[field]

x P fieldspΓ pDqq

Γ $eC,D x : Γ pD.xq

[var]

x R fieldspΓ pDqq

Γ $eC,D x : Γ pxq

[this]

Γ $eC,D this : D

[sender]

Γ $eC,D msg.sender : C
[this]

Γ $eC,D msg.value : e

[bal]

Γ $eC,D e1 : H H P Id

Γ $eC,D e1.balance : Γ pH.balanceq
[ops]

Γ $eC,D e1 : e11 Γ $eC,D e2 : e12
7 P t`.´,ą,“,ě,NNu

Γ $eC,D e17e2 : e117e
1
2

[prod-div]

Γ $eC,D e1 : e2 7 P t˚, {u

Γ $eC,D e17n : e27n

[not]

Γ $eC,D e1 : e2

Γ $eC,D !e1 : !e2

Fig. 2. Translation of µSolidity expressions

is a pure environments. We denote with σΓ,Γ 1 the unique substitution such that
σΓ,Γ 1 ˝ Γ “ Γ 1.

The semantics of a program is defined by the two rules:

[Apply]

C.mpΓ0, Γ1, x, z,Hq Ñ
ř

DPIdpH “ DqΘD P D
JeK “ u Je1K “ v

C.mpΓ, Γ 1, e, e1, Dq ùñD ΘDt
u,v
{x,zuσΓ0,ΓσΓ1,Γ 1

[Choice]

JϕiK “ true Θi ùñD Θ1i
ř

iPIpϕiqΘi ùñD Θ1i

where JeK is the value of e. (The definition of JeK is omitted because straightfor-
ward; as we will see, the expressions may also contain predicates on D, such as
m P C or m.payable P C.) We notice that the semantics of Θ is nondeterministic:
p1 ą 0qΘ1 ` p2 ą 1qΘ2 may evolve into either Θ1 or Θ2.

The translation of µSolidity. We define the translation of µSolidity in the inter-
mediate language by using judgments and inference rules. The judgments have
the following form:

– judgments for expressions Γ $eC,D E : e1, where e and e1 are expressions that
contain constants or variables, C and D are respectively the caller and the
callee contracts;

– judgments for statements Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D S : Θ, where Γ is the committed envi-
ronment, Γ 1 is the current environment and Θ is the resulting intermediate
code.

The translation of expressions is reported in Figure 2. This translation partially
evaluates expressions by replacing accesses to fields with the corresponding val-
ues in the environment. The resulting intermediate codes will be used by our
cost analysis in Section 4. Rules [field] and [var] manage variables; there are
three cases: a variable is a callee’s field, or it is a formal parameter or a smart
contract name. In any case we return the corresponding value in Γ . The func-
tion fieldspΓ pCqq returns dompΓ pCqq. In [bal] the translation of e0.balance is
the balance of a contract; in this case it is necessary that e0 is a smart contract
name: in our setting we write e0 P Id . Rule [prod-div] addresses multiplication
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[empty]

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D ε : Γ 1
[revert]

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D revert; : Γ
[asgn]

x P fieldspΓ pDqqztbalanceu
Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ, Γ 1rD.x ÞÑ e1s $eC,D S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D x “ E;S : Θ

[asgn-var]

x R fieldspΓ pDqq
Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ, Γ 1rx ÞÑ e1s $eC,D S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D x “ E;S : Θ
[invk-nv]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D E.mpEq :

pm P e0q e0.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, e1, Dq

` pm.payable P e0q e0.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, e1, Dq

` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0q Γ
1

` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback R e0q Γ
[invk]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ 1 $eC,D E1 : e2

Γ2 “ Γ 1re0.balance ÞÑ
` e2srD.balance ÞÑ´ e2s

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D E.m.valuepE1qpEq :

pm P e0q Γ

` pm.payable P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ě e2q e0.mpΓ, Γ
2, e2, e1, Dq

` pm.payable P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ă e2q Γ
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ě e2q Γ2

` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ă e2q Γ
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback R e0q Γ

[if-then-else]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D S : Θ Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D S1 : Θ1

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D if pEq t S u else t S1 u : pe1q Θ ` p!e1q Θ1

[transfer]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E1 : e1

Γ2 “ Γ 1re0.balance ÞÑ
` e1srD.balance ÞÑ´ e1s

Γ, Γ2 $eC,D S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $eC,D E.transferpE1q;S :
pΓ 1pD.balanceq ě e1 ^ fallback P e0q Θ
` pΓ 1pD.balanceq ă e1q Γ
` pfallback R e0q Γ

Fig. 3. The translation of µSolidity statements

and division. Since the cost analysis of Section 4 only covers Presburger arith-
metics expressions where the second argument of products and divisions are
constants, the inference rules do not translate expressions that cannot be fed to
the analyzer.

The translation of statements is defined in Figure 3. The judgments return
intermediate codes that use the predicates

– fallback P e, with e P Id , to mean that the contract e has the fallback
function;

– m P e, with e P Id , to mean that m is a function in e that is not payable;
m.payable P e additionally requires that m is also payable.

We also use two update operations on environments: Γ rC.f ÞÑ` es
def
“ Γ rC.f ÞÑ

Γ pC.fq ` es and Γ rC.f ÞÑ´ es
def
“ Γ rC.f ÞÑ Γ pC.fq ´ es.

Rules [invk-nv] and [invk] define function invocations for non-payable func-
tions and payable ones, respectively. The former one returns a choice between
several alternatives: (i) when m is in e0 and it reduces to the invocation; (ii)
when m is in e0 and it is payable then it is translated to the invocation with
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[function]
´

Γ0pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ xD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ xD,n, balance ÞÑ xD,bs
Γ1pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ yD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ yD,n, balance ÞÑ yD,bs

¯DPId

function mpT xqrpayablestT y; Su P D
´

Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ x0, y ÞÑ 0s $vC,D S : ΘC

¯CPId

Γ0, Γ1 $ D.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x0, Hq Ñ
ř

CPId pH “ Cq ΘC

[program]

D “

´

Γ0, Γ1 $ D.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x,Hq Ñ ΘD.m

¯D.mPDi,iP1..n

$

´

D1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Dn
¯

: D

Fig. 4. The translation for µSolidity functions and programs

0 Ether transferred; (iii) when m is not in e0 but the contract has the fallback
function then the translation is the call to fallback that, in our case, returns the
current environment (because fallback has empty body); (iv) when both m and
fallback are not in e0 then a backtrack occurs and the translation is the back-
track environment. Rule [invk] manages invocations with Ether transfer from
the caller to the callee; in this case we must check that the caller has enough
Ether in his balance, otherwise a backtrack occurs.

The translation of µSolidity is completed with the rules for function definition
and programs, given in Figure 4. We write function mpT xqrpayablestSu P D
to mean that m is declared in the smart contract D whose address is D. In
[function], the definition of a function is given in two pure environments that
act as formal parameters. The critical point is that, in our system, the set Id is
finite, therefore the hypotheses of rule [function] and the choice in the conclusion
are finite. (Said otherwise, we analyze the cost of smart contract programs with a
finite number of known contract instances.) Rule [program] gives the translation
of a smart contract program.

Example 2. To illustrate the translation defined in this section, we apply it to
the functions of Example 1. For Bank .pay we obtain:

Bank .pay : pΓ0, Γ1, v, n,Hq Ñ
ř

DPIdpH “ Dq
“

pv ě 1 ^ yBank,b ě nq Θ
`!pv ě 1 ^ yBank,b ě nq Γ1

‰

where Θ “ pyBank,b ě n ^ fallback P Dq Θ1 ` pyBank,b ă nq Γ0 ` pfallback R Dq Γ0

Θ1 “ pack P Dq D.ackpΓ0, Γ
1
1, 0,Bankq

` pack .payable P Dq D.ackpΓ0, Γ
1
1, 0,Bankq

` pack R D ^ ack .payable R D ^ fallback P Dq Γ 11
` pack R D ^ ack .payable R D ^ fallback R Dq Γ0

Γ 11 “ Γ1rBank .balance ÞÑ´ n,D.balance ÞÑ` ns
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For Thief.ack we get:

Thief .ack : pΓ0, Γ1, v,Hq Ñ
ř

DPIdpH “ Dq Θ

where Θ “ ppay P Dq Γ0

` ppay .payable P D ^ yThief ,b ě 1q Θ1

` ppay .payable P D ^ yThief ,b ă 1qq Γ0

` ppay R D ^ pay .payable R D ^ fallback P D ^ yThief ,b ě 1qq Γ 11
` ppay R D ^ pay .payable R D ^ fallback P D ^ yThief ,b ă 1qq Γ0

` ppay R D ^ pay .payable R D ^ fallback R Dq Γ0

‰

and Θ1 “ D.paypΓ0, Γ
1
1, 1, 2,Thief q and Γ 11 “ Γ1rThief .balance ÞÑ´ 1, D.balance ÞÑ` 1s

The correctness of the translation is stated below 2.

Theorem 1. Let
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

be a µSolidity program and let $
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

:
D. Let also Γ, Γ 1 $vC,D S : Θ, where Γ and Γ 1 are ground environments. Then

1. ( determinism) If Θ ùñ˚
D Θ1 then there is at most one Θ2 such that Θ1 ùñD

Θ2;
2. ( correctness) [Informal statement] Every state reachable from the initial

state whose statement is S and whose data is given by Γ, Γ 1 has a trans-
lation, say Θ1, and Θ ùñ˚

D Θ1.

4 The Ether analysis

The cost model of µSolidity. The intermediate code programs generated by the
translation in Section 3 return environments (when they terminate). This output
is too informative in our case since we are interested in computing Ether move-
ments of exactly one critical smart contract, which are stored in the balance

field. Additionally, we are not interested in the final value of the balance, but in
the Ethers that the smart contract can either loose or gain during a transaction.

Therefore, for terminating programs, we have two cost models: one returns
the maximal gain of Ethers for a given smart contract, obtained by the difference
between its final and initial balances, the other one returns the maximal lost of
Ethers, which is the converse difference. In order to apply these models to our
intermediate terms we perform the following operations (defined according to
the structure of the terms):

– if the term is Γ , we derive the cost computing the difference discussed above;
– if the term is either an invocation or a deterministic choice, the costs is 0

(plus the cost of the sub-programs).

It is worth to notice that reverting to the initial state yields the cost 0 and
that infinite computations, which are meaningless for smart contracts because
computations eventually abort by gas exhaustion, have also cost 0.

2 The statement is in part informal (e.g. state reachability in µSolidity) because we
are missing the formal semantics of µSolidity in this extended abstract. The reviewer
is referred to the full paper at cs.unibo.it/~laneve/papers/EtherAnalysisFull.

pdf.
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The syntax of CoFloCo. In our setting, a transaction is the evaluation of a func-
tion invocation where the current (e.g. the initial) and committed environments
coincide (we might also consider other types of statements). This evaluation is
by a set of cost equations (that are adequate to a solver); in turn, each equation
describes a step of computation and associates to it its cost according to the
cost model described above. The solver we will use is CoFloCo [11], even if our
outputs also comply with PUBS [1].

Solvers take a list of equations in input that are terms [11]

mpxq “ e`
ÿ

iP1..n

mipeiq r ϕ s

where variables occurring in the right-hand side and in ϕ are a subset of x and

– m is a (cost) function symbol,
– e (i.e. the cost of the step) and ei are Presburger arithmetic expressions,

namely (q is a positive rational number)

e ::“ q | e` e | e´ e | q ˚ e | max pe1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ekq

– ϕ is a conjunction of linear constraints, e.g. constraints of the form `1 ă `2
or `1 ď `2 or `1 “ `2, where both `1 and `2 are Presburger arithmetic
expressions.

The solution of a cost program is the computation of bounds of a particular
function symbol (typically the one of the first equation in the list). The bounds
are parametric in the formal parameters of the function symbol.

The translation. To define in detail the translation, we will use the following
operations:

– the flattening operation on environments Γ , noted tΓ u, that encodes Γ into
a list of integer expressions:

let Γ “
”

C1 ÞÑ rf1,1 ÞÑ e1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , f1,n1 ÞÑ e1,n1 , balance ÞÑ e1,bs,

¨ ¨ ¨ , Ck ÞÑ rfk,1 ÞÑ ek,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fk,nk ÞÑ ek,nk , balance ÞÑ ek,bs
ı

according to total orders Ci ď Ci`1 and fi,j ď fi,j`1, then

tΓ u
def
“

´

e1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , e1,n1 , e1,b, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ek,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ek,nk , ek,b

¯

– the encoding of a formula ϕ, written xϕy, is an homomorphic operator with
respect to the logical connectives and all arithmetic operators but subtrac-
tion and such that

xe´ e1y “ maxtxey´ xe1y, 0u
xxy “ x if x R Id
xky “ k

xm P Dy “
Ž

χPfunpDqpxD.my “ xD.χyq

xm.payable P Dy “
Ž

χPfunpDqpxD.m.py “ xD.χyq

xm R Dy “
Ź

χPfunpDqpxD.my ‰ xD.χyq

xm.payable R Dy “
Ź

χPfunpDqpxD.m.py ‰ xD.χyq

xfallback P Dy “ true if D declares the fallback function, false otherwise
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where, for every function name m, the term “m P funpDq” is true if m is a
non payable function declared in D; “m.p P funpDq” is true if m is a payable
function declared in D. The encoding of D, D.m, D.m.p can be picked to
be any injective function.

– the encoding x¨y is lifted to the intermediate code as follows:

xΓ y “ tΓ u

xe.mpΓ1, Γ2, e, e1, Dqy “ e.mptΓ1u, tΓ2u, e, e1, xDyq

x
ř

iPIpϕq Θiy “
Ž

iPIpxϕyq xΘiy

In order to define the set of equations, we need to rewrite the intermediate
code in a canonical form. As a first step we put every formula φ in disjunctive
normal form plus the additional constraint that atomic formulae are inequali-
ties. For example, e ‰ e1 becomes e ă e1 _ e1 ă e. Then we derive cost equa-
tions by the corresponding intermediate program as follows: for every function
C.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x,Hq Ñ

ř

DPIdpH “ DqΘD, let
Ž

iP1..hpϕiq Θi be the canonical
form of xΘDy (therefore every ϕi is a conjunction). We have the following cost
equations:

C.mptΓ0u, tΓ1u, v, x,Hq “ costptΓ0u, Θ1q rϕ1s

¨ ¨ ¨

C.mptΓ0u, tΓ1u, v, x,Hq “ costptΓ0u, Θhq rϕhs

where

– cost is either costCigain or costCiloss for some Ci where we use costCigainptΓ0u, tΓ uq “

Γ pCi.balanceq ´ Γ0pCi.balanceq to compute the upper bound for the gain
of contract Ci, and costCilossptΓ0u, tΓ uq “ Γ0pCi.balanceq ´ Γ pCi.balanceq to
compute the upper bound for its loss.

– costptΓ0u, e.mptΓ0u, tΓ u, e1qq “ e.mptΓ0u, tΓ u, e1q

Finally, if we are interested in the analysis of a transaction that invokes the
method e.m, we add a first equation

mainptΓ u, yq “ e.mptΓ u, tΓ u, yq rb1 ě 0^ . . .^ bn ě 0s

where b1, . . . , bn are the variables in tΓ u, y of type uint . Assuming them to be
non negative is required because variables in CoFloCo are assumed to be signed.

Example 3. To illustrate the output of our technique we compute the cost equa-
tions of the functions Bank.pay and Thief.ack in Example 2, according to the
cost model that computes the loss of the Bank. We shorten Bank and Thief into
B and T , respectively; we write rfallback P T ^ ack P T s for readability sake,
even if it is not produced by the translator because true. Similarly for the other
predicates of the same shape.

mainpxB,b, xT ,b, v, n,Hq “ B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, xB,b, xT ,b, v, n,Hq
rxB,b ě 0^ xT ,b ě 0^ v ě 0^ n ě 0s

B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ T .ackpxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b ´ n, yT ,b ` n, 0,Bq
rH “ T ^ v ě 1 ^ yB,b ě n ^ fallback P T ^ ack P T s

B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b rH “ T ^ v ă 1s
B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b rH “ T ^ yB,b ă ns
B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ xB,b ´ pyB,b ´ n` nq

rH “ B ^ v ě 1 ^ yB,b ě n ^ fallback P B ^ ack R B ^ ack .payable R Bs
B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b rH “ B ^ v ă 1s
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7 LOC 7 LMC 7 Equations CoFloCo’s Time for gain + loss

Simplified DAO Attack 20 20 20 734ms + 240ms

Handover Ponzi Scheme 42 50 336 6,964ms + 4,784ms

English Auction Scheme 32 32 38 509ms + 468ms
Table 1. Statistics on a few archetypal examples

B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v, n,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b rH “ B ^ yB,b ă ns
T .ackpxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v,Hq “ B .paypxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b ` 1, yT ,b ´ 1, 1, 2, T q

rH “ B ^ pay .payable P B ^ yT ,b ě 1s
T .ackpxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b

rH “ B ^ pay .payable P B ^ yT ,b ă 1s
T .ackpxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b

rH “ T ^ pay R T ^ pay .payable R T ^ fallback P T ^ yT ,b ě 1s
T .ackpxB,b, xT ,b, yB,b, yT ,b, v,Hq “ xB,b ´ yB,b

rH “ T ^ pay R T ^ pay .payable R T ^ fallback P T ^ yT ,b ă 1s

In the next section we discuss CoFloCo [11] outputs when these equations are
fed to the tool.

5 Preliminary assessments

We prototyped the cost analyzer in about 2,500 lines of OCaml code. The code
is then compiled to JavaScript to be run in the browser and can be found
at the address: https://sacerdot.github.io/SmartAnalysis/behavioral_

types. Our tool takes in input a list of smart contract declarations, produces
a list of cost equations, and computes the cost equations of the first function
of the first contract, say C. The user can choose between two cost models: the
maximum gain of C’s balance and the maximum loss of C’s balance. The cost
equations can then be manually fed to CoFloCo to obtain an upper bound both
in asymptotic form and in explicit form. Remarkably, the analyzer computes the
worst scenario with respect to gaining and loosing because the computed cost is
a function of the input parameters of the analyzed function, the initial value of
all contract fields, including balances, and every possible invoker of the method.

The number of cost equations returned by our prototype is bi-linear in the
number of methods and the number of contracts when the only variable of type
address is msg.sender. We notice that, in the following examples, we have also
used the extension of the prototype that also deals with address data types (see
Section 6), which makes the number of cost equations exponential with respect
to address variables, where the base is the number of contracts.

To test the tool we have identified three archetypal contracts and, to gain
preliminary experience, we rewrote the Solidity code in µSolidity. This required
little programming overhead: we had to modify function calls with explicit con-
tinuations by moving the continuations inside method bodies.

In Table 1, for every program, we give the lines of of original code (7 LOC),
those produced by our translation (7 LMC), the number of equations produced (7
Equations) and the sum of CoFloCo times for computing the maximum gain and
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the maximum loss. Few remarks about the output of the analyzer are in order. In
the simplified DAO attack of Figure 1, the costs are a function of the initial values
of Bank’s balance (Bank__balance_), Thief’s balance (Thief__balance_), the
invoker of the analyzed method (_msg_sender_), the amount of coins passed to
the method (_msg_value_) and the method parameter (N). CoFloCo’s output is:

MAXIMUM GAIN:

Maximum cost of main__(Bank__balance_,Thief__balance_,_msg_sender_,

_msg_value_,N): nat(-Bank__balance_+2)

Asymptotic class: n

MAXIMUM LOSS:

Maximum cost of main__(Bank__balance_,Thief__balance_,_msg_sender_,

_msg_value_,N): nat(Bank__balance_-2)

Asymptotic class: n

The output shows that the attack can be successful: the bank can loose all of its
balance, but for 2 coins. It can also happen that the bank earns money instead,
but only up to 2. This happens when the initial bank account has less than two
coins. A careful analysis by hand of the code tells us that the maximum loss
bound is strict, while the maximum gain bound is not: the bank can actually
only win one coin.

In the “Handover Ponzi scheme” of [3], every user invests more money than
the current price and he receives back more money than the amount invested
when the next user joins the scheme. The current price is augmented (by 50%)
every time a new user joins in order to provide an income to all users. The 10%
of the money invested by every user is reclaimed by the owner of the contract
and thus only the 90% is used to pay the previous user.

We analyse two scenarios. The first scenario is when Player joins the scheme,
followed by Player2. The analysis yields:

MAXIMUM GAIN:

Maximum cost of main__(Player__balance_,Player_amount,Player2__balance_,

N, ...): nat(7/20*N)

Asymptotic class: n

MAXIMUM LOSS:

Maximum cost of main__(Player__balance_,Player_amount,Player2__balance_,

N, ...): 0

Asymptotic class: constant

In this scenario Player does not loose money and it can gain 7
20 of the invested

money. An analysis by hand shows that the bound is strict and it is both an
upper and a lower bound. Note that it is not trivial to figure out the fraction 7

20
just looking at the code where the only constants that occur are 9

10 and 3
2 .

In the second scenario, Player is the unique player. The analysis yields:

MAXIMUM GAIN:

Maximum cost of main__(Player__balance_,Player_amount,N,...): 0

Asymptotic class: constant
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MAXIMUM LOSS:

Maximum cost of main__(Player__balance_,Player_amount,N,...): nat(N)

Asymptotic class: n

In this scenario Player looses all the money he invested.
In the English Auction Scheme, the smart contract Auctioneer records the

address of the better that is currently winning the auction, together with his
bet. When a new bet arrives, if it is greater than the currently winning one, the
previous winner is refunded. Otherwise the bet is refunded to the sender.

The result of the analysis is interesting:

MAXIMUM GAIN:

Maximum cost of main__(Better1__balance_,Auctioneer__balance_,Auctioneer_max,

Bet1, ...): 0

Asymptotic class: constant

MAXIMUM LOSS:

Maximum cost of main__(Better1__balance_,Auctioneer__balance_,Auctioneer_max,

Bet1, ...): max([nat(Bet1),nat(-Auctioneer_max+Bet1)])

Asymptotic class: n

The better cannot gain any money by betting: either he can loose all its bet
nat(Bet1) (because he is winning the auction) or it can loose the lesser amount
nat(-Auctioneer max+Bet1) because he was already winning and decided to
lift his offer (the previous offer is returned back).

6 Extensions of the analysis to Solidity

Two relevant features of Solidity that are included in our analyzer and have
not yet been discussed are (i) data types other than integers (signed integers,
booleans, and addresses) and (ii) functions returning values and function calls
having continuations.

As regards (i), we discuss the extension with address (the other ones are
simpler). Since we use a finite set of symbolic names for contracts, the trans-
lation into our intermediate code must consider all the possible instances of
the addresses (which are finitely many). For example, the translation rule for
functions whose formal parameters are also addresses becomes

[function-addr]

´

Γ0pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ xD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ xD,n, balance ÞÑ xD,bs
Γ1pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ yD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ yD,n, balance ÞÑ yD,bs

¯DPId

function mpT x, address zqrpayablestT y; Su P D
´

Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ u, z ÞÑ D1, y ÞÑ 0s $vC,D S : ΘC,D1

¯C,D1PId

Γ0, Γ1 $ D.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, u, w,Hq Ñ
ř

CPIdpH “ Cq
ř

wPIdpw “ Eq ΘC,D1

(for readability sake we have separated addresses from other types). That is,
address variables add (finite) alternatives in the body of functions in order to
cope with every possible instance of the variable.
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Dealing with (ii) is not straightforward because our intermediate language
in Section 3 only admits tail recursive (or tail mutual recursive) invocations,
that are later translated to cost equations. (Even if cost equations analyzers also
cover function calls with continuations, we have preferred to stick to the tail call
restriction in order to be free of using different sets of tools in the future.) It
is worth to notice that an analyzer that also deals with explicit continuations
allows one to verify fallback functions with nonempty bodies.

Our extension of the translation in Section 3 for removing continuations uses
the standard CPS translation, with one difference. Instead of using a higher order
language (which is required by CPS translations), we keep the same intermediate
language by extending functions’ arguments with an additional one representing
the stack of activation records for continuations. In order to keep the code simple,
all frames have the same size, which is obtained by computing the maximum
number of local parameters of functions, say ι. Then we compute the graph of
invocations and verify that it is acyclic, i.e. we give weight 0 to tail invocations
and 1 to the other invocations; the graph must have paths of finite weight,
otherwise the program is rejected. If κ is the maximal weight of a path in the
graph of invocations, the size of stack of frames is bounded by ιˆ κ.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have analyzed Ether movements of smart contract functions
written in a sublanguage of Solidity. Our technique consists of expressing the
semantics of Solidity with an intermediate language that is amenable to be ana-
lyzed via cost equations once a cost model has been defined. The cost equations
can be fed to a cost analyzer, which allows us to obtain cost values with re-
spect to the inputs. The present contribution is our initial work on this topic
and it is in fact a proof-of-concept that demonstrates the adequacy of our tech-
nique. We have already delivered correctness proofs of the overall technique and
a preliminary assessment of our tool with respect to relevant examples.

Several extensions need to be investigated in the next future. They mostly
concern our analyzer. The current extension of the tool with the address data
type gives a number of cost equations that is exponential with respect to address

variables. This either downgrades the performance of CoFloCo or makes it fail.
For example, we tried to encode another Ponzi scheme from [3] and we produced
over 300,000 equations for only four actors. In order to reduce the number of
equations, we will study optimizations of our translation to perform the disjoint
sum over all possible contracts lazily. Indeed, experiments by hand show that
the current translation tends to produce sets of equations that differ only over
irrelevant details (e.g. a msg.sender which is later never used anyway).

The extension of our tool to cover explicit continuations does not yield a
larger number of cost equations. However, both CoFloCo and PUBS fail in com-
puting the costs of equations we generate even on simple examples. In private
communication with Samir Genaim, we discovered that minor changes to the
tools could be sufficient to make them effective for us. We plan a future collab-
oration to overcome the problem.
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We also plan to extend the analysis to cover vectors and maps having a finite
domain, like addresses. Finally, we want to analyze our intermediate code using
techniques and tools that are different from cost equations solvers, such as [5].
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A Technical details

A.1 Semantics of µSolidity programs

The following auxiliary functions are used in the semantic rules:

– `rf ÞÑ vs is the memory update, namely p`rf ÞÑ vsqpfq “ v and p`rf ÞÑ
vsqpgq “ `pgq, when g ‰ f.

– JeKC1,v,C,` is a partial function that returns the value of e assuming C be
the current contract, v be the value that has been transmitted during the
invocation, C 1 be the caller and ` be the memory of C where values of fields
and variables occurred in e are stored. We omit the definition of JeKC1,v,C,`,
but we require that it never fails. This follows by the µSolidity constraint that,
in a division, the second argument is always a non null constant. JeKC1,v,C,`
returns the tuple of values of e.

A state of a µSolidity program
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

, ranged over by S, S 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , is
a parallel composition of (runtime) contracts Cp` ¨ `1q and exactly one runtime
statement. Contracts Cp` ¨ `1q have a unique name C, which is one of the smart
contract names of the program, e.g. typeof pCiq “ Ci for 1 ď i ď n, and pairs
of memories ` ¨ `1 where ` is the current memory and `1 is the last committed
memory. Runtime statements may be either 0, the terminated statement, or
C, v,D : S, where S must be evaluated into the contract D, with a caller C and
with a value v. Figure 5 reports the syntax of states. In case of commits, the
current memory ` of runtime contracts becomes the last committed memory;
in case of failures, the system will backtrack by restoring `1. As usual, parallel
composition in states is associative and commutative.

The semantics of µSolidity programs is defined by means of transition relation
S µ
ÝÑ S 1, where µ may be either empty or X or fail. The program is kept implicit

in the transition relation. The reader may find the formal definition of
µ
ÝÑ in

Figure 5. Let us comment some semantic rules. Rule [upd] defines the semantics
of an update of a field or a variable: the expression e is evaluated in an contract
C; the resulting memory binds the value to x. Rules [transfer] and [transfer-

fail] define the semantics of e.transferpe1q. The first rule verifies that the recipient
e is payable (e.g. has a fallback function) and caller’s balance is larger than e1; in
this case the balances of the caller and of e are updated (because fallbacks, if any,
are empty in µSolidity). The second rule deals with errors: either the recipient
is not payable or the caller has not enough balance. In this case a failure occurs
and it is propagated to the whole solution (with rule [bkt]).

The last six rules of Figure 5 deal with method invocations, which are partic-
ularly complex in µSolidity. Rule [meth] defines successful non-payable method
invocations C.f “ e.mpe1q;s. In this case, the method dispatch is performed
by using the value C2 of e and the statement to evaluate becomes the body
of m (without any continuation). Rules [meth-fb] and [meth-err] define un-
successful non-payable method invocations. The two rules deal with the two
subcases whether the callee has a fallback method or not; in the first one, the
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States:

S ::“
ś

iPI Cip`i ¨ `
1
iq | C

1, v, C : S |
ś

iPI Cip`i ¨ `
1
iq | 0 pstatesq

State transition
µ
ÝÑ (µ may be empty, X or fail): [JeKC1,v,C,` never fails]

[cmt]

C1, v, C : ε
X
ÝÑ 0

[revert]

C1, v, C : revert
fail
ÝÑ 0

[upd]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ v1

Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : x “ e;S
ÝÑ Cp`rx ÞÑ v1s ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : S

[if-true]

JeKC1,v,C,` ‰ 0

Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : if peq t S u else t S1 u
ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : S

[if-false]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ 0

Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : if peq t S u else t S1 u
ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : S1

[transfer]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1

`pbalanceq ě v1 fallback P typeof pC2q

`1 “ `rbalance ÞÑ´ vs `2 “ `2rbalance ÞÑ` vs

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.transferpe1q; S
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `

1
q | C2p`2 ¨ `

3
q | C1, v, C : S

[transfer-fail]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1
´

`pbalanceq ă v1 or fallback R typeof pC2q
¯

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.transferpe1q; S
fail
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `1q | C2p`3 ¨ `3q | 0

[cmt]

S X
ÝÑ S1

Cp` ¨ `1q | S X
ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `q | S1

[bkt]

S fail
ÝÑ S1

Cp` ¨ `1q | S fail
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `1q | S1

[tau]

S ÝÑ S1

Cp` ¨ `1q | S ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `1q | S1

[meth]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1

mpT xqtT1 z;Smu P typeof pC2q

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.mpe1q

ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2rx ÞÑ v1, z ÞÑ 0s ¨ `3q | C, 0, C2 : Sm

[meth-fb]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1

mpT xqtT1 z;Smu R typeof pC2q fallback P typeof pC2q

Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : e.mpe1q
X
ÝÑ Cp` ¨ `q | 0

[meth-err]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1

mpT xqtT1 z;Smu, fallback R typeof pC2q

Cp` ¨ `1q | C1, v, C : e.mpe1q
fail
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `1q | 0

[meth-pay]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1 Je2KC1,v,C,` “ v2

mpT xq payable tT1 z;Smu, fallback P typeof pC2q `pbalanceq ě v2

`1 “ `rbalance ÞÑ´ v2s `2 “ `2rbalance ÞÑ` v2, x ÞÑ v1, z ÞÑ 0s

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.m.valuepe2qpe1q
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `

1
q | C2p`2 ¨ `

3
q | C, v2, C2 : Sm

[meth-pay-fb]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1 Je2KC1,v,C,` “ v2

mpT xq payable tT1 z;Smu R typeof paq fallback P typeof pC2q

`pbalanceq ě v2 `1 “ `rbalance ÞÑ´ v2s `2 “ `2rbalance ÞÑ` v2s

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.m.valuepe2qpe1q
X
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `1q | C

2
p`2 ¨ `2q | 0

[meth-pay-err]

JeKC1,v,C,` “ C2 Je1KC1,v,C,` “ v1 Je2KC1,v,C,` “ v2

`pbalanceq ă v2 or
´

mpT xq payable tT1 z;Smu, fallback R typeof pC2q
¯

Cp` ¨ `1q | C2p`2 ¨ `3q | C1, v, C : e.m.valuepe2qpe1q
fail
ÝÑ Cp`1 ¨ `1q | C2p`3 ¨ `3q | 0

Fig. 5. Semantics of µSolidity.
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invocation is dispatched to the fallback that has an empty body and the com-
putation terminates successfully; in the second one, the invocation fails and the
overall computation backtracks. The other three rules for method invocations,
namely [meth-pay], [meth-pay-fb] and [meth-pay-err] account for invocations
of payable methods. In these case the invocation carries a value and, when it is
successful, the balances of the caller and of the callee must be updated corre-
spondingly. Rule [meth-pay-err] does not update balances because it models a
failure, namely either when caller’s balance is smaller than the value to be sent
or when the dispatch cannot be done because there is no method and there is
no fallback.

The semantics of other statements is standard and therefore the comments
are omitted. We conclude by noticing that blockchain-statements are executed
sequentially and in a deterministic way (because they originated in smart con-
tracts’ methods).

Initial states. The initial state of a µSolidity program
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

with envi-
ronment Γ , caller C, callee D, transmitted value v and runtime statement S is
(the notation keeps the program implicit):

stateΓ pC, v,D,Sq
def
“

ś

iP1..n Cip`i ¨ `iq | C, v,D : S

where `i
def
“ Γ pCiq and typeof pCiq “ Ci for 1 ď i ď n. Given a state S “

ś

iP1..n Cip`
1
i ¨ `iq | Ck, v, Ch : S, we define

envspSq def
“

“`

Ci ÞÑ `i
˘iP1..n‰

,
“`

Ci ÞÑ `1i
˘iPp1..nqzh

, Ch ÞÑ `1h|fieldspChq, `
1
h|Var

‰

Proposition 1. For every S “
ś

iP1..n Cip`
1
i ¨ `iq | C, v,D : S there is Θ such

that envspSq $vC,D S : Θ. This judgment will be abbreviated S $ Θ below.

Lemma 1 (Substitution Lemma). Let Γ0, Γ1 be pure environments and Γ, Γ 1

be ground environments. If Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ x0, y ÞÑ 0s $zC,D S : Θ then Γ, Γ 1rx ÞÑ

v, y ÞÑ 0s $uC,D S : Θtu,v{z,x0urΓ0, Γ1  Γ, Γ 1s. Similarly for expressions.

Proof. Standard induction on the depth of the proof tree of Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ x0, y ÞÑ
0s $zC,D S : Θ and a case analysis on the last rule used.

The next Theorem requires a small extension of the translation in Figure 3 to
cover the case of states with runtime statements 0:

[zero]

Γ, Γ $vC,D 0 : Γ

(v, C, and D are generic). Also in these cases, we write S $ Θ.

Theorem 1 Let
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

be a µSolidity program and $
`

C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cn
˘

: D.
Let also S be an initial state and S $ Θ. Then

1. ( determinism) If Θ ùñ˚
D Θ1 then there is at most one Θ2 such that Θ1 ùñD

Θ2;
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2. ( correctness) If S ÝÑ˚ S 1 and S 1 $ Θ1 then Θ ùñ˚
D Θ2, where Θ2 is either

equal to Θ1 or Θ2 “ pCh “ ChqΘ
1 `

ř

iPp1..nqzhpCh “ CiqΘi. Similarly for
X
ÝÑ and

fail
ÝÑ.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of stateΓ pC, v,D,Sq ÝÑ
˚ S 1. We

use the property that, if Γ $vC,D e1 : e2 and JeKC,v,D,Γ pDq “ v1 then e2 is a
constant expression (without any variable) that, if computed, gives v1.

The basic case of the induction is immediate; the inductive case

stateΓ pC, v,D,Sq ÝÑ
˚ S ÝÑ S 1

is demonstrated by means of a case-analysis on the reduction S ÝÑ S 1.
We discuss only the sub-case when S ÝÑ S 1 uses rule [meth]; the other ones

are either simpler or similar. Since we are using [meth], the following are true:

p1q S “
ś

iP1..n Cip`
1
i ¨ `iq | Cj , v, Ck : e.mpe1q

p2q JeKCj ,v,Ck,`1k “ Ch
p3q Je1KCj ,v,Ck,`1k “ v1

p4q mpT xqtT1 z;Smu P typeof pChq
p5q Γ, Γ 1 “ envspSq

Additionally, since S $ Θ, we have used rule [invk-nv] with the hypotheses:

p6q Γ 1 $vCj ,Ck e : e0
p7q Γ 1 $vCj ,Ck e

1 : e2

By definition of envspSq we have Γ 1pCkq “ `1k; therefore, by (2) and (6) we have
e0 “ Ch and, by (3) and (7), e2 are constant expressions and their values are v1.

According to rule [meth], we have

S 1 “
ź

iPp1..nqzh

Cip`
1
i ¨ `iq | Chp`

1
hrx ÞÑ v1, z ÞÑ 0s, `hq | Ck, 0, Ch : Sm

where mpT xqtT1 z;Smu P typeof pChq. We demonstrate that there is Θ1 such that
S 1 $ Θ1 and Θ ùñD Θ1. By rule [function],

Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ x0, y ÞÑ 0s $0
Ck,Ch

Sm : ΘCk

and, by the Substitution Lemma, we obtain

Γ, Γ 1rx ÞÑ v, y ÞÑ 0s $0
Ck,Ch

Sm : ΘCkt
v{x0

urΓ0, Γ1  Γ, Γ 1s . p8q

By definition p8q is exactly S 1 $ ΘCkt
v{x0

urΓ0, Γ1  Γ, Γ 1s.
As regards Θ, we observe that

Θ “ pm P Chq Ch.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, v1, Ckq

` pm.payable P Chq Ch.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, v1, Ckq

` pm R Ch ^ m.payable R Ch ^ fallback P Chq Γ
1

` pm R Ch ^ m.payable R Ch ^ fallback R Chq Γ
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and, by (4), the unique valid alternative in Θ is the first one. Therefore the
evaluation of Θ amounts to unfold the function invocation Ch.mpΓ, Γ

1, 0, v1, Ckq,
that is

Θ ùñD ΘCkt
v{zurΓ0, Γ1  Γ, Γ 1s

(in this case there is no variable representing the transferred Ether value) where
Θ1 “

ř

CPIdpH “ Cq ΘC . This concludes the proof.

B The extension with addresses and continuations

Booleans and Addresses. We extend types T with addresses and maps as follows:

T ::“ uint | bool | address

where address is the set of contract addresses. The extension of the encoding in
Section 4 to cope with these new features is not difficult, given that the set of
addresses is finite. Below we report the rule when types are either uint or bool
(ranged over by T in the following) or address .

[function-addr]

´

Γ0pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ xD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ xD,n, balance ÞÑ xD,bs
Γ1pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ yD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ yD,n, balance ÞÑ yD,bs

¯DPId

function mpT x, address zqrpayablestT1 y; Su P D
´

Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ u, z ÞÑ E, y ÞÑ ks $vC,D S : ΘC,E

¯C,EPId

Γ0, Γ1 $ D.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, u, w,Hq Ñ
ř

CPIdpH “ Cq
ř

wPIdpw “ Eq ΘC,E

where k is a sequence of elements that are either 0 or true, according to the
type in T1 is uint or bool .

Continuations. Extending the language in Section 2 with continuations is not
easy, in particular because we need to output cost equations whose functions have
no explicit continuation. Below we report the current solution of our analyzer
that only admits continuations with non-recursive functions.

We extend the µSolidity syntax as follows:

C ::“ contract C t T f; F
“

fallbackp q payable tT x; Su
‰

u

F ::“ ¨ ¨ ¨ | function mpTxqrpayables returns pTq tT y; Su F

S ::“ ¨ ¨ ¨ | if pEq t S u else t S u; S | returnpEq | returnpE.mr.valuepEqspEqq

| E.mr.valuepEqspEq; S | x “ E.mr.valuepEqspEq; S

In particular, the fallback functions in contracts may now have nonempty bodies;
function bodies may also return values; function invocations, as well as condi-
tionals, may have continuations.

There is a restriction that is relevant for our analysis: we only admit tail
recursive (or tail mutual recursive) invocations. This means that, if we take
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non-recursive functions in a program, then the sequence of possible nested in-
vocations is finite and its upper bound is statically determined. Technically, we
compute the graph of invocations and verify that it is acyclic, i.e. we give weight
0 to tail invocations and 1 to the other invocations; the graph must have paths
of finite weight, otherwise the program is rejected. In the same line, since in
Solidity fallback functions are invoked in correspondence of Ether transfer and
failures of function dispatch, we drop function invocations from fallback bodies.
In the following we assume that µSolidity programs comply with the foregoing
constraints.

In order to encode nested invocations of a µSolidity program pC1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cnq we
use stacks. Stacks σ have syntax

σ ::“ xK, mK,K,K, 0y | xC, m, e,D, e1y :: σ .

where K, mK are special names and we assume that expressions e also contain
K. Every element of the stack is a tuple of the same length, which is ι “ 4,
where ι is the maximal number of arguments and local variables of a function in
pC1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cnq. It is worth to notice that stacks have always a final tuple such that
the first element is K. We use the following operations on tuples of expressions:

– |e| returns the length of the tuple;
– e ÓD.m returns the prefix of e whose length is equal to the number of argu-

ments of D.m.

Figures 6 and 7 report the rules for translating µSolidity programs in in-
termediate codes. Rule [empty-cont] deals with empty statements. It has two
subcases, according to the stack is empty or not. According to our model, the
stack is empty when there is no other continuation to execute, therefore the
first element of the tuple (e.g. H) is K and we return the current environment.
In the second subcase, we evaluate the continuation, say D.m (in the judgment
in the premise we drop out useless expressions in the stack). That is, in our
translation, continuations of invocations and conditionals are managed by ad-
hoc functions that extends those of the µSolidity program. For this reason, in
the premise of [empty-cont] the continuation is evaluated in a current environ-
ment where balances of the caller and the callee are respectively increased and
decreased by the value e1. This is done because the judgment in the premise is
an invocation, which will perform the opposite operations, see rule [invk-tail]).
Rule [empty-cont] defines the code for return statements; it has similar premises
to [empty-cont], except for the return value. We notice that, in this case, the
continuation stored on the stack misses the first argument that is provided by
the return and is therefore taken by mS. Rules [asgn-cont-invk] and [invk-cont]

define invocations with continuations when invocations return a value or when
the function is void. In both cases, we assume the functions of the corresponding
smart contract are extended with new ad-hoc functions managing the continu-
ation. The formal parameters of these ad-hoc functions are the variables in the
current environments (e.g. dompΓ 1Var q, see also rule [function-cont]) plus an
additional variable for function returning a value. The stack store the values of
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[empty-cont]

´Γ 2 “ Γ 1rC 1.balance ÞÑ` e1, D1.balance ÞÑ´ e1s
Γ, Γ 2 $e,σC,C1 D

1.m.valuepe1qpe2 ÓD1.mq : ΘC1,D1,m

¯C1,D1PId,mPmethodspD1q

Γ, Γ 1 $
e,xH,m,e2,H1,e1y::σ
C,D ε :

ř

C1,D1PId,mPmethodspD1qpH “ D1 ^ H 1 “ C 1qΘC1,D1,m
` pH “ Kq Γ 1

[revert-cont]

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D revert; : Γ

[asgn-cont]

x P fieldspΓ pDqqztbalanceu
Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ, Γ 1rD.x ÞÑ e1s $e,σC,D S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D x “ E;S : Θ

[asgn-var-cont]

x R fieldspΓ pDqq
Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ, Γ 1rx ÞÑ e1s $e,σC,D S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D x “ E;S : Θ

[if-then-else-cont]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D S ; S2 : Θ Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D S1 ; S2 : Θ1

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D if pEq t S u else t S1 u ; S2 : pe1q Θ ` p!e1q Θ1

[transfer-cont]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E1 : e1

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D e0.fallback.valuepe
1
qp q ; S : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D E.transferpE1q;S : Θ

[return-cont]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : eret

´ Γ 2 “ Γ 1rC 1.balance ÞÑ` e1, D1.balance ÞÑ´ e1s
Γ, Γ 2 $e,σC,C1 D

1.m.valuepe1q.peret , e2 ÓD1.m´1q : ΘC1,D1,m

¯C1,D1PId,mPmethodspD1q

Γ, Γ 1 $
e,xH,m,e2,H1,e1y::σ
C,D returnpEq :

ř

C1,D1PId,mPmethodspD1qpH “ D1 ^ H 1 “ C 1qΘC1,D1,m
` pH “ Kq Γ

[return-invk-cont]

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D E.m.valuepE1qpE2q : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D returnpE.m.valuepE1qpE2qq : Θ

Fig. 6. Translation of µSolidity statements with continuations, Part I

the variables in the environment, which will be restored when the continuation
is triggered (see rules [empty-cont] and [return-cont]).

Rules [invk-tail-nv] and [invk-tail] extend rules [invk-nv] and [invk] of Fig-
ure 3 with the management of stacks.

B.1 The analysis

Similarly to what we have done in Section 4, we need to make the intermediate
code adequate to CoFloCo. We stick to the same cost model defined before and
below we only detail the differences with Section 4.

Let pC1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cnq be such a program and let κ be the maximal weight of a
path in the graph of invocations. Let also ι be the maximal number of arguments

and local variables of a function in pC1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Cnq. We let
hkkkkj

σ be a tuple whose
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[asgn-cont-invk]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id rΓ 1 $eC,D E1 : e1s Γ 1 $eC,D E2 : e2

function mpTy yq rpayables returns pT
1
q tTz z; Smu P e0

dompΓ 1|Var q “ w function mSpT
1 x1,Tw wq payable tx “ x1;Su P D

Γ 1pwq “ ew |K| “ ι´ |ew| σ1 “ xD,mS, ew,K, C, ey :: σ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σ
1

C,D e0.mr.valuepe
1
qspe2q : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D x “ E.mr.valuepE1qspE2q;S : Θ

[invk-cont]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id rΓ 1 $eC,D E1 : e1s Γ 1 $eC,D E2 : e2

function mpTy yq rpayables tTz z; Smu P e0
dompΓ 1|Var q “ w function mSpTw wq payable tSu P D

Γ 1pwq “ ew |K| “ ι´ |ew| σ1 “ xD,mS, ew,K, C, ey :: σ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σ
1

C,D e0.mr.valuepe
1
qspe2q : Θ

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D E.mr.valuepE1qspE2q;S : Θ

[invk-tail-nv]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D E.mpEq :

pm P e0q e0.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, e1, D, σq

` pm.payable P e0q e0.mpΓ, Γ
1, 0, e1, D, σq

` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0q e0.fallbackpΓ, Γ 1, 0, D, σq
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback R e0q Γ

[invk-tail]

Γ 1 $eC,D E : e0 e0 P Id Γ 1 $eC,D E : e1 Γ 1 $eC,D E1 : e2

Γ 2 “ Γ 1re0.balance ÞÑ
` e2srD.balance ÞÑ´ e2s

Γ, Γ 1 $e,σC,D E.m.valuepE1qpEq :

pm P e0q Γ
` pm.payable P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ě e2q e0.mpΓ, Γ

2, e2, e1, D, σq
` pm.payable P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ă e2q Γ
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ě e2q

e0.fallbackpΓ, Γ 2, e2, D, σq
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback P e0 ^ Γ 1pD.balanceq ă e2q Γ
` pm R e0 ^ m.payable R e0 ^ fallback R e0q Γ

[function-cont]

´

Γ0pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ xD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ xD,n, balance ÞÑ xD,bs
Γ1pDq “ rf1 ÞÑ yD,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fn ÞÑ yD,n, balance ÞÑ yD,bs

¯DPId

function mpTx xqrpayablestTy y;Su P D

σ “ xz1,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , z1,ι`4y ¨ ¨ ¨ xzκ,1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zκ,ι`4yxK, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Ky
´

Γ0, Γ1rx ÞÑ x0, y ÞÑ Ks $
v,σ
C,D S : ΘC

¯CPId

Γ0, Γ1 $ D.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x0, H, σq Ñ
ř

CPIdpH “ Cq ΘC

Fig. 7. Translation of µSolidity statements with continuations, Part II

length is pι` 4q ˆ pκ` 1q that is defined as follows:
hkkkkj

ε “ K, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,K
looomooon

pι`4qˆpκ`1q times

hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj

α1 :: ¨ ¨ ¨ :: αh “
hkkkkj

α1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
hkkkkj

αh , K, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,K
looomooon

pι`4qˆpκ`1´hq times
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where

hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj

xC,m, e,D, e1y “ C,m, e,K, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,K
looomooon

ι´|e| times

, D, e1. Sequences of pι` 4q ˆ pκ` 1q

elements will be ranged over by ϕ.
Cost equations of a µSolidity program are derived by the corresponding in-

termediate code as follows:

1. for every behavioural type function C.m : pΓ0, Γ1, v, x,H, σq Ñ ΘC.m, let
Ž

iP1..hpϕiq Θi be the canonical form of xΘC.my (therefore every ϕi is a
conjunction). Then we have the following cost equations:

C.mptΓ0u, tΓ1u, v, x,H,
hkkkkj

σ q “ Θ1 rϕ1s

¨ ¨ ¨

C.mptΓ0u, tΓ1u, v, x,H,
hkkkkj

σ q “ Θh rϕhs

2. Let Θ be the main type and let
Ž

iP1..kpϕ
1
iq Θ

1
i be the canonical form of xΘy.

Then the cost equations of a program that starts with environments Γ and
Γ 1 also include

mainptΓ u, tΓ 1u, 0,
hkkkkj

ε q “ Θ11 rϕ11s
¨ ¨ ¨

mainptΓ u, tΓ 1u, 0,
hkkkkj

ε q “ Θ1k rϕ1ks .
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